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-ABSTRACTAs of July 1, 2018, the “Hispanic” or “Latino”1 population of the United States was 18.3
percent of the total United States population, making them the most numerous, officiallyrecognized ethnic or racial minority in the country. Although the terms Hispanic and Latino are
used interchangeably by the United States Census Bureau, they do not refer to the same
populations. Hispanic means anyone with Spanish European ancestry, which includes all of the
Spanish-speaking countries of Latin America as well as Spain. It does not include Brazil (where
Portuguese is spoken) or other territories that were successfully colonized by France, Great Britain,
and the Netherlands. Also, Latin America has a long and painful history of Iberian colonialism,
and there are large indigenous communities in Latin America with little or no Spanish or
Portuguese DNA that would not be considered, nor would they want to be considered, anything
other than indigenous. Latino/a is shorthand for latinoamericano and in the United States, refers
to anyone living in this country who has ancestry from a Spanish, Portuguese, or French speaking
Latin American country. This term therefore excludes persons from areas colonized by the British
and Dutch, as well as persons from romance language speaking European countries. The term
“Latinx” recently has gained popularity as a gender-neutral way to refer to this Latino/a population.
Although Latinx people comprise 18.3 percent of the United States population, they
comprise only 6 percent of the persons employed or otherwise engaged in the United States
publishing industry. This means that Latinx writers are under-represented in the United States
publishing industry and in the number of books that are published. As agents of social change and
points of information access, librarians are well-positioned to change this situation by supporting
and
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authors.
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website

“Hispanic” and “Latino” are the terms currently used by the U.S. Census Bureau to identify this population.
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(www.writingfromtheborderlines.com) is to provide a guide for libraries wishing to create,
increase, or promote collections by Latinx authors. The website has five sections. The first section
is an explanation of the term “Latinx”. The second section is a list of Latinx authors organized by
the audiences for whom they write. The third section describes grassroots campaigns to increase
diversity in literature. The fourth section has an infographic and explanatory text demonstrating
the population and publishing industry data. Finally, the fifth section offers ideas on how libraries
can promote their diverse collections.

-LITERATURE REVIEWLatinx Defined
The term Latinx is a recently-conceived, gender-neutral substitute for the terms Latino and
Latina. According to the Merriam-Webster dictionary2, Latinx refers to someone who is “of,
relating to, or marked by Latin American heritage —used as a gender-neutral alternative to Latino
or Latina.” Spanish, Portuguese, and French are gendered languages, meaning every noun and
adjective has two forms- either male or female. Every living being, object, concept, or place is
labelled as either masculine or feminine in Spanish, Portuguese, and French. When referring to
groups consisting of more than one gender, the male form is dominant and used to refer to the
whole group. As society becomes more accepting of people who identify as gender-neutral, and as
persons of any gender strive for equality, strict male or female linguistic duality can symbolically
present a problem. The term Latinx is an attempt to solve this by creating a gender-neutral term
for all people who would otherwise identify as Latino or Latina.

2
Merriam-Webster. (n.d.). Latinx. In Merriam-Webster.com dictionary. Retrieved February 26, 2020, from
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/Latinx
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Latinx is a very recent neologism, and its semantic usages thus remain fluid, but to
understand what population it refers to, one must first define the groups to which Latino and Latina
refer. According to the editors of the Encyclopedia Britannica3, “‘Latino’ is understood as
shorthand for the Spanish word latinoamericano (or the Portuguese latino-americano) and refers
to (almost) anyone born in or with ancestors from Latin America and living in the U.S., including
Brazilians. ‘Latino’ does not include speakers of Romance languages from Europe, such as Italians
or Spaniards.” Latinx and Latino/Latina are used primarily in the United States and not in Latin
American countries because here, the terms refer specifically to people living in the United States
who have Latin American ancestry, whereas in most Spanish, Portuguese, and French speaking
countries of the Americas, the vast majority of their populations are automatically understood to
be latinoamericanos.
In the United States, there are sensitive sociopolitical issues around the usage of the terms
Latino/a and Latinx. One of these issues relates to inclusion, i.e., how much Latin American
ancestry is required to label yourself Latino/a or Latinx? Can you call yourself that if only one
parent is Latin American? How about one grandparent? How much is enough? As for the term
Latinx, its use is facing criticism from three fronts. Language traditionalists consider it an
unwarranted mangling of proper grammar. This type of objection is not new. The study of
historical linguistics reveals that languages are constantly evolving.4 The traditional arbiter of

3

The Editors of Encyclopaedia Britannica. (n.d.). What's the Difference Between Hispanic and Latino? Retrieved
February 26, 2020, from https://www.britannica.com/story/whats-the-difference-between-hispanic-and-latino

4

Swaminathan, N. (2007, October 10). Use It or Lose It: Why Language Changes over Time. Retrieved February
26, 2020, from https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/use-it-or-lose-it-why-lan
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European Spanish, the Real Academia Española, is, of course, in Spain, which some regard as neocolonial disrespect for Latin America.5
Additionally, the term Latinx is seen by some as elitist because it is mostly used in
academic circles of American universities, and few people refer to themselves as Latinx in everyday spoken language. According to author and professor David Bowles of the University of Texas
Rio Grande Valley in a statement to NBC News6, “I am just a few miles from the Mexican border.
If I were going down to the local taquería, they wouldn’t know what you are saying if you used
the term.” Bowles also tells NBC News that Latinx is used primarily by his Mexican-American
and Chicano studies colleagues, LGBTQ activists, and authors of color. The term Latinx also is
questioned by transgendered women who have fought to be recognized as female, and by women’s
rights activists who fought for the term Latina to be considered equal to Latino.7
As this is offered as an academic paper, and because the accompanying website is intended
as a library resource, I use the term Latinx to refer to all people of any degree of Latin American
heritage (cultural or biological) living in the United States of America, except for those whose
roots trace back to the British and Dutch colonies in South America, Meso-America, and the
Caribbean.

5

León, C. D. (2018, November 21). Another Hot Take on the Term 'Latinx'. Retrieved February 26, 2020, from
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/11/21/style/latinx-queer-gender-nonconforming.html
6

Nuño-Pérez, S., & Aviles, G. (2019, March 7). Is 'Latinx' elitist? Some push back at the word's growing use.
Retrieved February 26, 2020, from https://www.nbcnews.com/news/latino/latinx-elitist-some-push-back-word-sgrowing-use-n957036
7
Hatzipanagos, R. (2018, September 14). 'Latinx': An offense to the Spanish language or a nod to inclusion?
Retrieved February 26, 2020, from https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/post-nation/wp/2018/09/14/latinx-anoffense-to-the-spanish-language-or-a-nod-to-inclusion
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Latinx Population and Representation in the United States Publishing Industry
The United States Census Bureau uses the terms Hispanic and Latino interchangeably to
refer to one group, and the U.S. Office of Management and Budget defines Hispanic and Latino
as “a person of Cuban, Mexican, Puerto Rican, South or Central American, or other Spanish culture
or origin regardless of race.”8 According to the United States Census Bureau9, there were 59.9
million people of Hispanic or Latino descent living in the United States as of July 1, 2018. That
amounts to 18.3 percent of the nation’s total population, which makes it the largest ethnic or racial
minority in this country.
Regrettably, books by Latinx authors do not comprise 18.3 percent of books published in
the United States, and Latinx people do not comprise 18.3 percent of staff and executives in the
U.S. publishing industry. There are many theories as to why the number of books published by
Latinx authors in the United States is disproportionately low.10 The lack of Latinx representation
in the U.S. publishing industry is a likely explanation that has been quantified. In 2015, the
publishing company Lee & Low Books conducted a wide-ranging survey on diversity in the United
States publishing industry. In 2019, Lee & Low Books repeated the survey to monitor any progress
over the intervening four years.11 The 2019 survey found that Latinx people comprise only 6
percent of the overall U.S. publishing industry and only 3 percent at the executive level. That

8
US Census Bureau. (2018, March 7). Retrieved February 26, 2020, from
https://www.census.gov/topics/population/hispanic-origin/about.html
Unfortunately, this official definition is inaccurate as it omits anyone of Brazilian heritage, who also are Latinos,
Latinas, or Latinx.
9

US Census Bureau. (2019, October 9). Hispanic Heritage Month 2019. Retrieved February 26, 2020, from
https://www.census.gov/newsroom/facts-for-features/2019/hispanic-heritage-month.html
10
Cubias, D. (2015, June 21). Why Aren't More Latino Authors Being Published? Retrieved February 26, 2020,
from https://www.huffpost.com/entry/why-arent-more-latino-authors-being-published_b_7112612
11

Leeandlowbooks. (2020, January 28). Where Is the Diversity in Publishing? The 2019 Diversity Baseline Survey
Results. Retrieved February 26, 2020, from https://blog.leeandlow.com/2020/01/28/2019diversitybaselinesurvey
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leaves a 12-point gap between Latinx representation in the nation’s population and in the nation’s
publishing industry.

What is Being Done to Overcome this Gap?
Libraries
Libraries can and should play a decisive role in exposing people to new ideas, new books,
and new authors. Libraries support authors and publishers by helping people discover new authors,
from whom they might later purchase more titles. Libraries are a point of access and intellectual
discovery, and they do this in a variety of ways.
Library Collections
Building and maintaining diverse collections is a core value of the American Library
Association. Article I of the American Library Association’s Library Bill of Rights states that,
“Books and other library resources should be provided for the interest, information, and
enlightenment of all people of the community the library serves. Materials should not be excluded
because of the origin, background, or views of those contributing to their creation.” In a
supplementary analysis, the ALA goes on to say that “A diverse collection should contain content
by and about a wide array of people and cultures to authentically reflect a variety of ideas,
information, stories, and experiences.”12
Of course, quantifying the amount of diversity in a library’s collections and programming
is difficult, but more and more libraries are aiming to do so. In 2017, the Skokie Public Library
began a two-year audit on diversity in its book-related programming and published its

12
Admin. (2019, July 11). Diverse Collections: An Interpretation of the Library Bill of Rights. Retrieved February
26, 2020, from http://www.ala.org/advocacy/intfreedom/librarybill/interpretations/diversecollections
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methodology as a guide for other libraries in Library Journal.13 In 2019, Library Journal published
the results of its Diverse Materials Survey for public libraries14 which found that, although building
diverse collections is a personal goal for 73.2 percent of respondents, it is in the official library
policy of only 53.4 percent of respondents. The survey also found that only 5.5 percent of
respondents had conducted an audit of diversity in their adult collections. Although libraries are
ahead of the U.S. publishing industry in helping to promote diverse books, great strides remain to
be made in building diverse library collections.
Library Displays & Programs
Libraries often have physical and digital displays to promote diversity in their collections.
For example, the McAllen Public Library has a “Society and Culture” webpage to highlight diverse
collections in their OverDrive e-book service.15 Most public libraries have monthly print and
digital displays to highlight specific heritage months, such as Black History Month and Hispanic
Heritage Month. Additionally, most public libraries have programs that feature diverse books and
authors, as when the McAllen Public Library held a World Languages Festival on February 8,
2020, to celebrate the launch of their world languages collection. Additionally, the McAllen
library’s annual South Texas Book Festival, monthly book club meetings, and frequent children’s
story times showcase a diverse group of authors.

13

Mortensen, A. (n.d.). Measuring Diversity in the Collection. Retrieved February 26, 2020, from
https://www.libraryjournal.com/?detailStory=Measuring-Diversity-in-the-Collection
14
Vercelletto, C. (n.d.). How Diverse Are Our Books? Retrieved February 26, 2020, from
https://www.libraryjournal.com/?detailStory=How-Diverse-Are-Our-Books
15

Society & Culture. (n.d.). Retrieved February 26, 2020, from https://mcallen.overdrive.com/library/culture
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Library-Created Online Guides
Public libraries for many years have offered readers’ advisory services and guides to
recommend books on specific topics to patrons. These guides used to be in print and now are often
on library websites, usually with the LibGuides service from the Springshare company. For
example, the San Antonio Public Library offers a large collection of online subject guides that
highlight books on diverse topics in their collection,16 such as African American history in Texas.17
Similarly, the University of Texas San Antonio has a LibGuide for their famous historical Mexican
cookbook collection, which is partially digitized.18 The Austin Public Library19 and McAllen
Public Library20 have similar collections of LibGuides. Other libraries, like the Los Angeles Public
Library, make online research guides that are on the library’s own URL or an embedded PDF.21
Grassroots Campaigns
There also are recent grassroots campaigns begun through social media to trigger change
in the U.S. publishing industry and improve representation of minorities in contemporary
literature. Libraries have had a hand in helping these grassroots campaigns grow. The first and
most well-known grassroots campaign was #WeNeedDiverseBooks. It started as a reaction to an
all-white, all-male children’s book author panel at a 2014 BookCon event.22 From there, the

16

LibGuides. (n.d.). Retrieved February 26, 2020, from https://guides.mysapl.org

17

LibGuides: African Americans Yesterday and Today: Home. (n.d.). Retrieved February 26, 2020, from
https://guides.mysapl.org/c.php?g=485073
18

LibGuides: Mexican Cookbooks: Getting Started. (n.d.). Retrieved February 26, 2020, from
https://libguides.utsa.edu/MXcookbooks
19

Information Guides. (n.d.). Retrieved February 26, 2020, from https://library.austintexas.libguides.com/?b=s

20

Subject Guides. (n.d.). Retrieved February 26, 2020, from https://mcallenlibrary.net/books-more/subject-guides

21
Los Angeles Public Library. (n.d.). Retrieved February 26, 2020, from https://www.lapl.org/collectionsresources/research-guides
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campaign quickly evolved into a non-profit organization “that advocates essential changes in the
publishing industry to produce and promote literature that reflects and honors the lives of all young
people.”23
A similar but more specific effort that was begun later is #OwnVoices. This campaign
supports books with characters from diverse populations, written by authors from that same diverse
population. According to School Library Journal, #OwnVoices is “credited to author Corinne
Duyvis, who suggested the hashtag on Twitter in 2015 to ‘recommend kidlit about diverse
characters written by authors from that same diverse group.’”24 Although most librarians are aware
of the #DiverseBooks label, according to the School Library Journal only 56.9 percent of librarians
surveyed were aware of the #OwnVoices label.
The most recent grassroots campaign, #DignidadLiteraria, was begun as a reaction to the
January 2020 publication of Jeanine Cummins’ novel American Dirt25 and its selection for the
Oprah Book Club. This book faced widespread negative criticism for relying on inaccurate cultural
stereotypes about Mexico and being written by an author who is not of Mexican descent nor from
the U.S.-Mexico border. The author stated in the book that she wished that someone “browner than
herself” had written it. She and her publisher, Flatiron Books, faced criticism from Latinx authors
who previously had written similar immigration stories but did not receive the same support or
recognition from the publishing industry. Two of the most vocal critics of the book and leaders of

22

Wang, F. K.-H. (2017, January 5). From Hashtag to Movement to Book: #WeNeedDiverseBooks Publishes First
Anthology. Retrieved February 26, 2020, from https://www.nbcnews.com/news/asian-america/hashtag-movementbook-weneeddiversebooks-publishes-first-anthology-n703606
23

We Need Diverse Books. (2020, February 25). Retrieved February 26, 2020, from https://diversebooks.org

24

Yorio, K. (n.d.). #OwnVoices Not Familiar to All. Retrieved February 26, 2020, from
https://www.slj.com/?detailStory=ownvoices-not-familiar-all
25

Cummins, J. (2020). American Dirt. New York: Flatiron Books
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the #DignidadLiteraria campaign, who are themselves Latinx authors and educators, are David
Bowles26 and Myriam Gurba.27 The #DignidadLiteraria campaign seeks to support Latinx authors
and improve Latinx representation in the U.S. publishing industry. On February 3, 2020, leaders
of the campaign met with executives from Macmillan Press in New York City, of which Flatiron
Books is a division.28 The meeting was successful for the campaign, and Macmillan agreed to
improve Latinx representation among their staff and books they publish and to meet again with
#DignidadLiteraria and other Latinx leaders thirty days later to monitor progress. The
#DignidadLiteraria group planned to host town hall meetings in cities across the country to discuss
Latinx representation in the publishing industry. The #WeNeedDiverseBooks group wrote a blog
post about how to support the #DignidadLiteraria campaign.29
McAllen Public Library as Example
I am a Reference Librarian at the McAllen Public Library, a city on the U.S.-Mexico border
in South Texas. It is also where I was born and where I grew up, and I am half Mexican-American.
In January 2020, the McAllen Public Library became involved in the American Dirt controversy
and as a result, became an even more vocal proponent of Latinx authors. We have demonstrated
this support by adding more books by Latinx authors to our collections, having more book displays

26

Bowles, D. (2020, January 27). 'American Dirt' Is Proof the Publishing Industry Is Broken. Retrieved February 26,
2020, from https://www.nytimes.com/2020/01/27/opinion/american-dirt-book.html
27

Gurba, M. (2020, January 21). Pendeja, You Ain't Steinbeck: My Bronca with Fake-Ass Social Justice Literature.
Retrieved February 26, 2020, from https://tropicsofmeta.com/2019/12/12/pendeja-you-aint-steinbeck-my-broncawith-fake-ass-social-justice-literature
28

Aviles, G. (2020, February 3). #DignidadLiteraria calls meeting with 'American Dirt' publisher 'a victory'.
Retrieved February 26, 2020, from https://www.nbcnews.com/news/latino/dignidadliteraria-calls-meeting-flatironbooks-victory-n1129171
29
Hakim, S. (2020, February 24). How to Support Latinx Authors and #DignidadLiteraria. Retrieved February 26,
2020, from https://diversebooks.org/how-to-support-latinx-authors-and-dignidadliteraria/
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and programming around Latinx authors, and publishing a list of Latinx authors who write about
border life and the immigrant experience on our website.30
The McAllen Public Library Director, Kate Horan, wrote a letter to the American Library
Association and the Oprah Book Club explaining why the McAllen Public Library was declining
their invitation to be featured as an Oprah Book Club library partner, with the condition of
featuring American Dirt in our own book club.31 This letter was followed by an op-ed for NBC
News.32 When the library initially accepted the invitation to be part of this new American Library
Association and Oprah Book Club partnership, we did not know that American Dirt would be the
featured title. The books were delivered to us as a surprise, and part of the agreement was that we
needed to film an “unboxing” video and send it to the Oprah Book Club. Our hearts sank when we
opened the box and saw what the title was, knowing that giving this book special promotion would
be seen as an insult to our border community and Latinx writers whom we support.
Instead of featuring the book in our book club, we instead put all copies of it in our library
collection to circulate. Afterwards, a few staff members and I created the “Latinx Experience”
book list for our website, which is referenced above in footnote 30. I also added more Latinx
authors to our already extensive Latinx e-book collection and featured them in a special digital
collection, which can be seen in the Society and Culture website in footnote 15. Other librarians

30
The Latinx Experience: Literature About Immigration and/or Border Life. (n.d.). Retrieved February 27, 2020,
from https://www.mcallenlibrary.net/docs/default-source/default-document-library/immigration-border-readinglist.pdf?sfvrsn=78889802_2
31

Horan, K. (2020, January 23). Hey, everyone. While it's true that @oprahsbookclub selected @mcallenlibrary to
receive copies of American Dirt, I have DECLINED the offer in a letter outlining my reasons. Mainly, my reason is
my duty to do right by the public I serve as Library Director. @DavidOBowles. Retrieved February 27, 2020, from
https://twitter.com/TXKateLibrarian/status/1220422651371499533?s=20
32

Horan, K. P. (2020, February 9). My library refused to be part of Oprah's Book Club's push for 'American Dirt.'
Here's why. Retrieved February 27, 2020, from https://www.nbcnews.com/think/opinion/my-library-refused-bepart-oprah-s-book-club-s-ncna1132631
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ordered more physical books by Latinx authors for our print collections, and we put these in a
prominently featured book display on border life.
On January 31, 2020, four McAllen Public Library staff members attended a roundtable
discussion on American Dirt and problems in the publishing industry hosted by #DignidadLiteraria
at the University of Texas Rio Grande Valley. We explained our involvement in the issue, our
reasons for turning down the Oprah Book Club invitation, and expressed our support for Latinx
authors and our community. We also cautioned that libraries do not censor and noted that the book
is still rightfully available in the library collection for anyone to check out and might be used as a
book club title in the future if the members independently decide that they want to read it. We
merely decided not to give American Dirt extra promotion by officially endorsing it.

-WEBSITE CONTENT, DESIGN, AND METHODOLOGYContent
One of the tenets of librarianship is to make information accessible, and we often do this
by creating guides, both for patrons and for other librarians. To that end, I created a website
designed to be a resource and guide for libraries (or bookstores or members of the general public)
who want to create or expand collections of books on immigrant and border life experience, written
by Latinx authors. The URL for the website is https://writingfromtheborderlines.com and the title
is “Writing from the Borderlines”. The website has five pages, in addition to the home page. One
of these pages is a list of authors who meet the criteria of identifying as Latinx, authors in Latin
America who have written about immigration and the border, or authors in Latin America who
have written for U.S. publications. The list is divided into audience age group categories, and each
name links to the author’s own website, Goodreads page, or their social media accounts if they
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have no website of their own. This list will be updated regularly as new authors emerge, and the
website has a contact form where viewers can send me recommendations of authors to add.
The website also has a page with statistical data about the Latinx population in the United
States and their representation in the publishing industry. I created an infographic to illustrate this
data, along with explanatory text. Another page has a detailed explanation of the meaning of the
term “Latinx”. A fourth page has information about the #DignidadLiteraria, #OwnVoices, and
#WeNeedDiverseBooks campaigns. Finally, the fifth page offers ideas for libraries on how to
promote their Latinx collections. The suggestions include book displays, digital displays, library
programming, and social media posts.
Website Design
I used several of Lidwell’s universal principles of design to determine the layout and style
of the website.33 The content on the pages is organized according to the principles of chunking
and five hat racks. Each category of information has its own page, as described above. On each
page, the content is subdivided into “chunks” organized by subcategory. In the text itself,
readability and legibility are very important. Although librarians employ a lot of library jargon, I
avoided any terms that the general public would be unlikely to understand. The font and text
placement were chosen in a way that optimizes legibility. In the infographic about population and
the publishing industry, the principles of layering and signal-to-noise ratio were important to
ensure that the data in the infographic is clear and meaningful. Finally, in choosing the website
template, images, and colors, the principles of color theory, picture superiority effect, and
Ockham’s Razor were very important. The website features photos that I have taken of the U.S.Mexico border and communities along the border, because as the picture superiority effect

33

Lidwell, W., Butler, J., & Holden, K. (2003). Universal principles of design. Gloucester: Rockport.
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explains, people’s attention is naturally drawn more to images than text. The images are not
superfluous and support the theme of the website. I selected the colors for the page according to
the color principles outlined by Lidwell. The page only uses a few colors which are warm in range.
Finally, I used the principle of Ockham’s Razor to ensure that the entire website design is clean
and simple. There is nothing that is superfluous or merely decorative.
Methodology
Before beginning the website design, I searched for other websites that might be similar
and made sure that mine is an improvement and offers something substantive that others do not.
Although I have not found any websites on my topic, librarians do create all kinds of online guides
for other topics, and I was able to use these as a point of reference and comparison.
This website is managed on the WordPress platform, because that is the website design
platform with which I am most familiar, and it is hosted on the Bluehost hosting service. The
template was chosen from the WordPress template menu according to the design principles
outlined above. I used the Adobe Color tool34 to choose the colors for the website and Piktochart35
to create the infographic. The population data is from the United States Census, and the publisher
company data is from the Lee & Low Books survey (both referenced above).
The list of Latinx authors is based on a list I previously made for the McAllen Public
Library. I found these authors by searching online and creating a compendium of lists that other
people had already put online, and I also searched the McAllen Public Library’s own book vendor
catalogs for any books on the topic of the U.S.-Mexico border and immigration. I also searched

34
Color wheel, a color palette generator: Adobe Color. (n.d.). Retrieved February 29, 2020, from
https://color.adobe.com/create/color-wheel
35

Create Infographics, Presentations & Flyers. (n.d.). Retrieved March 29, 2020, from https://piktochart.com
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Twitter, Instagram, and Facebook to find any public social media accounts that the authors might
have. Many of these authors are activists for Latinx causes, and librarians can learn more about
these causes from the authors’ social media posts. The social media links also are a way for new
and emerging authors to connect with other authors.
Finally, I installed WordPress Jetpack statistics on the website in order to measure its
usage. I publicized the website on my own social media pages as well as the McAllen Public
Library’s social media pages. In the McAllen Public Library’s Twitter post, I tagged the American
Library Association, Texas Library Association, and Library Journal to make them aware of the
new resource. The post was then retweeted by the Texas Library Association and a few of the
authors listed on the website, leading to increased website views (476 views as of April 25th, 2020).

-CONCLUSIONThe Latinx population of the United States is the largest ethnic or racial minority in the
country, and its percentage of the population is growing. Among this population are many scholars
and authors who write about the Latinx experience in the United States, as well as other topics.
These authors are under-represented in the number of books that are published in the United States,
and they do not receive the same level of recognition that non-Latinx writers receive when writing
on similar themes.
Librarians are agent-provocateurs of human intellect and are not neutral. We should
support and give voice to those who are under-represented. Libraries are a gateway to free, current,
and accurate information about any topic in the world, and a more informed public makes better
decisions about their lives and their world. A librarian’s job is to help people navigate the ocean
of information now available. This means that we are in an ideal position to support Latinx authors
and all the members of the public who would benefit from hearing more voices that reflect their
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own. One way we can do this is by doing what we do best: create a guide for discovering more of
these voices and promoting them in libraries.

-APPENDIX A: FURTHER READINGFlores, A. (2017, September 18). How the U.S. Hispanic population is changing. Retrieved
February 26, 2020, from https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2017/09/18/how-the-u-shispanic-population-is-changing/
Morales, E. (2018). Latinx: the new force in American politics and culture. New York: Verso
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